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1. INTRODUCTION

We live in an evolving world. As time passes, data changes in content and structure,
and thus becomes dynamic. Data quality, therefore, also becomes dynamic because it
is an aggregate characteristic of data itself. Thus, our evolving world and Internet of
Things (IoT) presents renewed challenges in data quality. IoT data is teeming with
multivendor and multiprovider applications, devices, microservices, and automated
processes built on social media, public and private datasets, digitized records, sensor
logs, web logs, and much more. From intelligent traffic systems to smart healthcare
devices, modern enterprises are inundated with a daily deluge of dynamic big data.
The primary characteristics of big data are volume, velocity, and variety [Abadi et al.
2014]. Techniques for managing volume and velocity have been under development
for decades. While some work has been done on variety, integrating and analyzing
data from diverse sources and formats still presents challenges. For example, much
of the big data deluge is structured and much of it is not. This single dimension of
variety inherent in today’s IoT clearly illustrates there is no “silver bullet” and one
size does not fit all [Abadi et al. 2014; Stonebraker and Cetintemel 2005, 2015]. It is
important to note there are many other dimensions of variety beyond structure. We
must consider possibilities arising from analyzing data in a dizzying range of data
types found in varying time frames of differing granularity from diverse sources in our
evolving and streaming world. Structure is but one example illustrative of many more
general challenges that we use in this article to introduce dynamic data quality.
2. CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Many challenges of dynamic data quality stem from the concept of fitness for use, a
foundational idea in data quality research [Madnick et al. 2009]. Considering the variety of data found in our daily deluge and given the fact that one size does not fit
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all, we must be prepared to alter the underlying representation of our data, casting it
from one form to another, to ensure fitness for a given use at a given time. Many challenges present themselves when we are faced with preserving fitness for use, including
determining what happens to data quality dimensions as we change the underlying
characteristics, what data quality trade-offs occur when we cast data from one representation to another, whether or not we can enhance data quality as a side effect of
changing its structure, and how to measure dynamic data quality in an environment of
evolving data. With these specifics in mind, we present a general research challenge:
What happens to data quality when casting underlying data storage from one
structure to another?
Exploring the vast implications and plentiful research opportunities stemming from
this general challenge is beyond the scope of this short article. Therefore, to illustrate
the idea and provide a concrete starting point for additional research, we narrow our
focus to a few challenges arising in relational- and graph-structured storage while posing data quality challenges across three dimensions. There are more data management
domains to consider: document stores, key-value stores, object stores, array engines,
and hybrids. There are also more data quality dimensions to consider in combination
with those domains. This is just a start.
2.1. Relational and Graph Systems

Relational systems are well suited for managing data structured as tables of rows and
columns, and performing common analytic tasks that graph systems are bad at, such
as creating segmentations based on attributes and combining data based on matching
values. Graph systems are well suited for managing data structured as vertices and
edges, and performing common analytic tasks that relational systems are bad at, such
as finding clusters, determining shortest paths, and computing influence. Valuable
tool chains must provide analytics regardless of the form of the data. It is, therefore,
necessary to take relational data and cast it as a graph, to take graph data and cast it
as relations, and to understand the effects of these transformations on data quality.
2.2. Data Quality Dimensions

Numerous dimensions of data quality have been identified [Pipino et al. 2002; Wand
and Wang 1996]. For the sake of brevity, we discuss three of these dimensions here.
Accessibility refers to the extent to which data are available and easily retrievable.
Batini et al. [2009] propose using response or delivery time as a metric for accessibility. They further suggest that this measure is applicable to two types of data variety:
(1) structured or “sensed” data such as digitized records, sensor logs, or web logs; and
(2) unstructured data found in social media, public and private data sets, and data
retrieved from the web. Using query performance as a proxy for response or delivery
time to measure accessibility, one challenge lies in predicting trade-offs in query performance and how they might vary with dynamic workload. Along with research on
estimating query performance in relational systems [Yin et al. 2015], recent work on
predicting query performance in a distributed graph system [Labouseur et al. 2015b]
may prove helpful in addressing these challenges.
Ease of manipulation refers to the extent to which data are simple to manipulate
and apply to different tasks, such as how easily data can be updated and aggregated.
While data may be in a form that is optimized for certain types of analyses (e.g.,
finding multi-hop influencers in a graph), that same form may prevent easy update or
aggregation (e.g., changing common attributes in many vertices of a graph). Casting
data to another form may ease update and aggregation while simultaneously making
analysis more difficult. Pipino et al. [2002] propose that ease of manipulation can be
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assessed by measuring the ratio of desired outcomes to total outcomes. One challenge
is in determining which form of data is best based on how usage of the data evolves
over time and how that influences the ratio of desired outcomes to total outcomes. We
speculate that optimization and estimation systems such as Macrobase [Bailis 2015]
could help preserve or predict various aspects of performance-related data quality.
Representation refers to the extent to which data are compactly represented, well
organized, and well formatted. Consistent representation refers to the extent to which
data are presented in a compatible form over time. As with ease of manipulation, a ratio
measuring the desired outcomes as a portion of total outcomes can be used to gauge the
representation of data. We speculate that polystores like BigDAWG [Duggan et al. 2015]
and hybrid systems like Myria [Halperin et al. 2014] might be helpful in addressing
these challenges in static relational and graph systems. For consistent representation
over time we look to the long-explored subject of temporal relational databases and the
new area of dynamic graph systems [Labouseur et al. 2015a].
3. CONCLUSION

The principle that one size does not fit all necessitates diverse strategies in building
systems capable of analyzing and managing the IoT data deluge. Regardless of your
approach to maintaining fitness for use—or any of the plethora of other data quality
dimensions—the many challenges of dynamic data and dynamic data quality promise
to provide research opportunities for a long time to come.
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